Instructions for Penguin Door-knob Hanger Craft

**Items you are given:** 1 pipe cleaner, 2 pom poms, 2 googly eyes, 8 craft sticks, 4 pieces of paper (2 black, 1 white, and 1 orange)

**Items you will need:** scissors and glue

**Step 1:** Glue all 8 craft sticks to the large black piece of paper vertically. Let dry and then trim the excess paper around the edges. Turn over so black side is up.

**Step 2:** Cut out the Penguin belly from the white paper and glue it to the bottom of the black paper. Cut out feet and a triangle nose from the orange paper. Glue the nose just above the belly and the feet at the bottom. Glue the googly eyes above the nose.

**Step 3:** Cut out 2 wings from the small black paper and glue them to either side of the belly.

**Step 4:** Cut about 2 inches off the pipe cleaner and glue it to the top corners (you may need to press and hold the pipe cleaners in place until mostly dry). This will be the door-knob hanger. Glue pom poms over each end of pipe cleaner, and you’re finished! *Enjoy your cute penguin door-knob hanger!*